Let L = Lo @ Li be a fmite-dimensional Lie superalgebra over a (commutative) field k of characteristic 0, having a superregular element XE Lo which acts trigonahzably (over k) on Lr (e.g., if k is algebraically closed). We show that the weight spaces V"(L) of an L-module V= VO@ VI with linear weight 1: L -+ k are L-stable subspaces of V. They are submodules of V if and only if ,I(Lt)= {O}. Moreover, the reflection of V with respect to V, and parallel to VI acts as an involution on the set of all weight spaces; and the fixed points of this action are precisely those weight spaces which are L-submodules of V. In order to have weight spaces which are not submodules, the action of L on V must be of a special type. We also show that the characteristic ideal Lm of L acts trivially on all weight spaces, which enables us to replace L by a nilpotent subalgebra H = Ho@ HI of L, called a graded Cartan subalgebra; and we also observe that it then is sufficient for a vector of V to be a weight vector with respect to Ho and to HI separately, in order to be one with respect to L. Moreover, if a weight space V"(L) is nonzero, then so is the eigenspace V,(L) of V with respect to L. Z? 1992 Academic Press, Inc.
LIE SUPERALGEBRAS AND THEIR MODULES
--Let Z/22 = (0, 1 } be the ring of integers modulo 2. A vector space V over a (commutative) field k is said to be Z/2Z-graded if V is the direct sum of linear subspaces V0 and Vr of V; i.e., V = I', 0 Vt . The elements of V0 are called even and those of Vi we call odd. An element of V which is even or odd is said to be homogeneous. If V is a Z/2Z-graded vector space, then the ring End( I') of endomorphisms of V can be provided with a Z/2Z-gradation by defining En+(V)= {fEEnd(V)lV?E2/22f(V,)c Vv+s) (r E VW. By a Z/2Z-graded k-algebra, or superalgebra, we mean a (not necessarily associative) k-algebra A whose underlying vector space is Z/2Z-graded, THEO MOONS A = AO@ Ai, and for which the multiplication satisfies A, . A, c A5 +v for all 5, q E Z/22. This brings us finally to the following DEFINITION. A superalgebra L = LO @ Li is a Lie superalgebra if and only if its multiplication (which we denote by ( , )) satisfies
(1) (x2 Y> ' 4-w (Y,X) for all 4,?7,[~2/22 and all XEL<, MEL,,, ZEL~.
From the first condition one concludes that the multiplication in L is sometimes commutative, sometimes anticommutative, and most of the time a mixture of both. Expression (2) is the so-called "graded Jacobi identity." Moreover, it follows immediately that LO is an (ordinary) Lie algebra, and from (LO, LI) c LI and the graded Jacobi identity we observe that Li is an LO-module with corresponding representation ad': LO -+ gl(LI): x++ad'x, wheread'x:Li+L1:y++(x, y). An associative superalgebra A = AO@ AI can always be transformed into a Lie superalgebra by defining (a, b ) = ab -( -1 )@ ba for all a, /I E Z/22 and all a E A,, b E A,. In particular, if V = VO 0 Vr is a Z/2Z-graded vector space, then End(V) is a superalgebra, and its associated Lie superalgebra is called the general linear Lie superalgebra over V and is denoted by ggl( V) (or pl( V)). If V, = k" and Vi = k", then ggZ( V) is written as ggl(m, n).
A linear map f: V + W of Z/2Z-graded vector spaces is said to be euen iff( V,) c W, for all 5 E Z/22. DEFINITION. Let V= V,-, 0 Vi be a Z/2Z-graded vector space. A representation p of a Lie superalgebra L = LO @ LI in V is a homomorphism p : L + ggl( V) of Lie superalgebras-i.e., p: L + ggl( V) is an even linear map such that
P((X> Y))=P(x) P(Y)-(-1P
P(Y) P(X) for all 5, rj E Z/2& x E L,, y E L,. (1) In this case, V is called an L-module.
If x E L, we define the linear map ad, x: L + L by (ad, x)(y) = (x, y) for all y E L. It turns out that ad,: L + ggl(L) sending x into ad, x is a homomorphism of Lie superalgebras, which is called the adjoint representation of L. Moreover, each ad, x is a so called superderivation of L. Indeed, write x = x0 + x I; xOeLO, xl~LI, then ad,xg((Y,z))=(ad,x5(Y)rz)+(--1)5rl(y,ad,xg(z)) (2) for all 5, q E Z/22, y E L, and z E L. The superderivations of the form ad, x are called inner.
A subspace U of a Z/2Z-graded vector space V = V. 0 VI is Z/2Z-graded or simply graded, if it contains the homogeneous components of all of its elements; i.e., if U = (U n V,) @ (U n VI), and we shall denote U n V, by U, (t E Z/22). Now the definitions of graded subalgebras, graded ideals, graded submodules, graded quotient modules, etc., are obvious and need not to be repeated here. Now let V = Vo@ Vi be an L-module with corresponding representation p: L + ggZ( V). If there is no confusion possible concerning the representation p, we will simplify the notation p(x)(u) to xu (x E L and u E V).
A subspace W of V (not necessarily graded) is called L-stable if XWE W for all XE L and all w E W. If S is a subset of L and 1 is a function from S to k, we define the eigenspace W,(S) and the weight space W'(S) of W with respect to 1 (and S) by W,(S)= {WE WIVxES,XW=qX)W} and w"(s)={wE WIVXES,3zEN [x-A(x)]"w=O}.
In particular, if S has only one element, we use the notations WACs,(s) and W"'"'(s) instead of W,({s}) and W"({s}). Note that if W is L-stable and finite-dimensional, W"(S) is the set of all w E W such that [x -A(x)I w w = 0 for all x E S. If W"(S) is nonzero, we call I a weight of S in W.
It is clear that W,(L) is an L-stable subspace of W, contained in W"(L). Moreover, if W,(L) is nonzero, then A must be linear.
The object of this paper is to study the weight and eigenspaces V"(L) and VA(L) respectively of a Lie superalgebra module V, A : L -+ k being a linear functional. First we restrict ourselves to the case that A(L,) = (0). Afterwards we demonstrate how the general case can be reduced to this special case. But we first introduce a new type of nilpotent subalgebras of L, called "graded Cartan subalgebras," and show that one can in fact replace the general Lie superalgebra L by such a nilpotent one.
Throughout this paper L will be a finite-dimensional Lie superalgebra over a base field k of characteristic zero and all "sub'-structures are assumed to be Z/2E-graded. From Section 3 on we also impose on the Lie superalgebras the condition of Theorem 3.2 (see Remark following Corollary 3.3) , which is trivially satisfied if k is algebraically closed.
GRADED CARTAN SUBALGEBRAS AND SUPERREGULAR ELEMENTS
In a similar way as for Lie algebras, one can define the descending central series of a Lie superalgebra L as where L'= L and L"+'= (L, L") for all nonnegative integers n. ((A, B) denotes the linear subspace of L spanned by all (a, b) with a E A and b E B.) It is obvious that each L" is a characteristic (graded) ideal of L. The intersection of all these L" is denoted by L". Since L is finite-dimensional, L" = L" for sufficiently large n. L is said to be nilpotent if L" = (0). So L" is the smallest (graded) ideal K of L for which L/K is nilpotent. Furthermore, Engel's theorem and its consequences remain valid, and the proof is the same as for Lie algebras [ 1, Sect. 4 , No. 21.
THEOREM (Engel's Theorem).
Let V be a nonzero Z/2Z-graded vector space and L = Lo @ Li be a finite-dimensional subalgebra of ggl( V) such that the elements of Lo and Li respectively are nilpotent endomorphisms of V. Then there exists a nonzero element v E V such that xv = 0 for all x E L.
COROLLARY.
A Lie superalgebra L = L0 0 LI is nilpotent if and only of ad, x is nilpotent for every element x E LO. Proof. With the same proof as for Lie algebras, one obtains the following consequence of Engel's theorem: a Lie superalgebra L is nilpotent if and only if ad, x is nilpotent for every homogeneous element x of L. So the condition of the corollary is clearly necessary. Conversely, suppose ad, x is nilpotent for every x E LO. Then for each x E Li , (ad, x)' = $ (ad, x, ad, x) = tad, (x, x) is nilpotent since (x, x) E Lo. So ad, x is nilpotent for every homogeneous element x of L, proving that L is nilpotent.
On the other hand, Lie's theorem does not necessarily hold for a solvable Lie superalgebra [3, Sect. 1.1.6 , Example; see also Proposition 5.2.41 and there is also no equivalent for Levi's decomposition theorem [6, Sect. 111.2.2.1 In this paper we use a special kind of nilpotent subalgebras which we call "graded Cartan subalgebras." They are constructed as follows: DEFINITION. A Z/2Z-graded subspace H = Ho @ HI of a Lie superalgebra L = Lo 0 L, is a graded Cartan subalgebra of L if H0 is a Cartan subalgebra of the Lie algebra Lo [2, Chap. VII, Sect. 2, Definition l] and HI = Ly(HO), where Lr is considered as an Lo-module under the representation ad': LO + gl(LI).
PROPOSITION.
Let H = Ho@ HI be a graded Cartan subalgebra of a Lie superalgebra L. Then H is a maximal nilpotent subalgebra of L which is its own normalizer.
Proof. First note that HO = Li(HO) [2, Chap. VII, Sect. 2 , Corollary 5 of Proposition 41 and that H = Li(H,-,) @ Ly(HO) = L'(H,). Now ( , ) : L x L + L: (x, y) H (x, y ) is a bilinear map on L which is Ho-invariant by formula (2) i.e., for all h E HO and all x, y E L, ad, h( (x, y ) ) = (ad, h(x), y) + (x, ad, h(y)). But then (H, H) [2, Chap. VII, Sect. 1 , Corollary 2 of Theorem 11, there exist unique y' E L"(HO) = H and y" E L+(Ho) such that y = y' + y". But for all x E HO (x, y')+ (x, y") = (x, y) E H and (x, y') E L' (H,) and (x, y") E L+ (HO). So (x, y") = 0 for each x E HO. In particular, y" E L'(H,) which implies that y" = 0 and y = y' E H.
LEMMA.
Let H be a Z/2Z-graded subspace of a Lie superalgebra L and k' an extension of k. Then H is a graded Cartan subalgebra of L if and only if H Qk k' is a graded Cartan subalgebra of the Lie superalgebra L Qk k'.
Proof. It is clear that LQk k' is a Lie superalgebra over k' with homogeneous components LO Qk k' and LI @.k k'. H = HO 0 HI is a graded Cartan subalgebra of L if and only if HO is a Cartan subalgebra of LO and HI = Ly(Ha). The first part is equivalent to HOQ, k' is a Cartan subalgebra of LOO, k' [2, Chap. VII, Sect. 2 , Proposition 31 and the second term is equivalent to HI Qk k' = (Li Qk k')' (HO Qk k') since (L, Qk k')' (HO Q'k k') = Li( HO) Qk k' [4, Proposition 63. In particular, H Qk k' = (HO Qk k') @ (HI Qk k') is a graded Cartan subalgebra of L Qk k '. Let HO be a nilpotent subalgebra of LO and suppose L = @ oL L"(HO), where the direct sum is taken over all linear functionals a E H,f (e.g., if k is algebraically closed). As ( , ) : Lx L + L: (x, y)~ (x, ~1) is a bilinear map on L which is HO-invariant by formula (2)
[2, Chap. VII, Sect. 1, Proposition S(iii)]. In particular, if c1 is nonzero and x E L!(HO), then ad, x is a nilpotent derivation of L and exp(ad, x) is an automorphism of the Lie superalgebra L [ 1, Sect. 6, No. 81 . Let E(Ho) be the subgroup of Aut(L) generated by these automorphisms.
Since each ad, x is an even linear map, the same holds for each element of E(H,). The following theorem is proved in [6, Chap. II, Sect. 2, No. 33. 2.5 . THEOREM. Suppose k is algebraically closed and let H,-, be a Cartan subalgebra of LO. Put E = E(H,). Then
( 1) E is independent of the choice of HO, (2) E is a normal subgroup of Aut(L), ( 3) E acts transitively on the set of all Cartan subalgebras of LO.
COROLLARY. Suppose k is algebraically closed. For any two graded
Cartan subalgebras H and H' of L there exists an automorphism f E E of L such that H'= f(H).
Proof
Let H = HO @ HI and H' = Hb @ Hi. Then, by the preceding theorem, there exists an automorphism f E E such that Hb = f (Ho). Since f is an even linear map, it is easy to see that Hi = Li(H;I) = Ly(f(HO)) = f(LY(Hn))=f(Hi). 2.7 . THEOREM. Let L be a solvable Lie superalgebra. Then for any two graded Cartan subalgebras H and H' of L there exists an element x E (L,)" such that exp(ad, x)(H) = H'.
Let H = Ho@ Hi and H' = Hb@ Ht. Then HO and Hb are Cartan subalgebras of the solvable Lie algebra LO. Hence there exists an element x E (LO), such that exp(ad,, x)(HO) = Hb [2, Chap. VII, Sect. 3 , Theorem 31. Since L is solvable, (L, L) is a nilpotent Lie superalgebra and XE (LO)" c L" c (L, L). Therefore ad, x is a nilpotent derivation of L and exp(ad, x) is defined. Put f = exp(ad, x). Then f is an automorphism of L and, in particular, f is even. But then it is easy to see that H;=Ly(Hb)=Ly(f(HO))= f(Ly(HO))=f(HI). DEFINITION. For each XE LO consider the characteristic polynomial of ad, x: det(T-ad, x) = T" +a,-,(~)
where T is an indeterminate. Then every ai: Lo + k: x H a,(x) is a polynomial function on LO. In particular, a, = 0 since ad, x(x) = 0 for each x E Lo. The smallest integer r for which a, is not identically zero is said to be the rank of L. An element x E Lo for which a,(x) # 0 is called a superregular element of L. 2.8 . LEMMA. Let x E Lo be a superregular element of L. Then (1) x is a regular element of the Lie algebra LO. T"-'+ ... +a:(h') T'. Then ai(hO l)= a,(h) for each h E Lo and each i. In particular, ai 5 0 if and only if ai= 0, since the ai are polynomial functions on Lb and k is infinite.
(3) By the surjectivity off we know from the isomorphism theorem that q: L/ker f + K: in f(t) is an isomorphism of Lie superalgebras. In particular, ad, f (t) = cp 0 ad,,,,,, fo cp ~ 1 for all t E L which implies that ad, f(t) and adL,,,,J i have the same characteristic polynomial. But ker f is a (graded) ideal of L. So the characteristic polynomial of ad, h, h E Lb, is the product of those of adkerf h = ad, hiker f and ad.,,,,f7;. By the same argument as in (1) we see that X and hence f'(x) is a superregular element of Ljker f and K, respectively.
(4) K0 c Lo and for each h E K0 ad, h maps K into itself and induces a linear map o(h) : L/K + L/K. Again the characteristic polynomial of ad, h is the product of those of ad, h = ad, hi K and a(h). By the same argument as in (1) we see that x is a superregular element of K. (5) is obvious from the definition and (6) is an immediate consequence of Corollary 2.2.
THEOREM.
Let x E L0 be a superregular element in L. Then Lo(x) is a graded Cartan subalgebra of L with homogeneous components L:(x) and L;(x). It is the unique graded Cartan subalgebra of L containing x. Moreover, any graded Cartan subalgebra is of this form and its dimension equals the rank of L.
Proof: It is clear that Lo(x) = Lx(x)@ L:(x) since XE Lo. Putting H0 = kx in formula (3) we see that Lo(x) is a subalgebra of L. As x E L:(x), x is a superregular element of Lo(x) by (4) of the preceding lemma. Let K = Lo(x), then K = K'(x) implying that TdimK is the characteristic polynomial of ad, x. In particular, dim K = rank K and K = Lo(x) is nilpotent by (6) of the previous lemma. On the other hand, x is a regular element of Lo by (1) of the lemma. So K0 = L:(x) is a Cartan subalgebra of L0 [2, Chap. VII, Sect. 2, Theorem l(i) ] and M= K,@ Ly(K,) is a graded subalgebra of L. But LT(K,)c L:(x) since XE K,, and so Mc Lo(x) which implies that M = Lo(x) by the maximality of M (Proposition 2.3). So Lo(x) is a graded Cartan subalgebra of L and hence it is the unique one containing x. It is also clear that the dimension of Lo(x) equals the rank of L. Finally, let H be an arbitrary graded Cartan subalgebra of L. By the preceding it is sufficient to show that Ho contains a superregular element of L. Suppose on the contrary that Ho contains no superregular elements of L. If T"+a,-,(x) T"-'+ . . . + a,(x) T' is the characteristic polynomial of ad, x, x E Lo, and r = rank, L, then a,(h) = 0 for all h E HO. Now let E be the algebraic closure of k and put L= L Ok &. Then the characteristic polynomial of an arbitrary element X E LoOk E is of the form T"+&-,(x) T"-'+ ... +~,(~)T'andtii(~@l)=a,(x)forallx~LOand for all i. Since c?, is a polynomial function on E and since k is infinite, a,(h) = 0 for all h E Hb implies that G,(h) = 0 for all h E H0 Qk iY Now take a superregular element x E Lo of L. Then x @ 1 is a superregular element of L by (2) of the previous lemma and E'(x@ 1) is a graded Cartan subalgebra. As HOk k is also a graded Cartan subalgebra by Lemma 2.4, Corollary 2.6 guarantees an automorphism f E E such that f (E'(x @I 1)) = HQk k. In particular, f(x@ 1) is a superregular element of L by Lemma 2.8(3) and belongs to HoOk k. But then ii,(f(x@ l))#O which contradicts the assumptions. Lemma2.8(3) and so K'(f(x)) is a graded Cartan subalgebra of K. Consider K as a kx-module under the representation p :
by [2, Chap. VII, Sect. 1, Proposition 9(iv)]. 2.11 . PROPOSITION. Let XE Lo be a superregular element of L and L+(x) = n, im(ad x)~, where the intersection ranges over all nonnegative integers n, be the Fitting component of L supplementary to Lo(x). Then L" = L+(x) + (L+(x), L+(x)) is the subalgebra of L generated by L+(x). In particular, L = H + L" for every graded Cartan subalgebra H of L.
Proof The first part of the proposition is proved in the same fashion as in the Lie algebra case [8, Lemma 2.11 . The second part follows from the Fitting decomposition L = Lo(x) @ L+(x) and Theorem 2.9. 3 . THE TRIVIAL ACTION OF L" AND THE CASE WHERE ,?(LI)= (0) A first step in the study of weight spaces of Lie superalgebra modules is to observe that L" acts trivially on weight spaces. This enables us to reduce the general case of an arbitrary Lie superalgebra L to that of a nilpotent one, namely to a graded Cartan subalgebra of L. But first we need some supplementary machinery.
The universal enveloping algebra U(L) of a Lie superalgebra L has an analogous construction as in the Lie algebra case: it is the quotient of the tensor algebra T(L) of L by the two-sided ideal J generated by all tensorsoftheformxOy-(-1)5~yOx-(x,y),wherexELgandyEL, (5, q E Z/22). The Z/2Z-gradation of L induces a Z/2Z-gradation on T(L) transforming it into a superalgebra. Since the ideal J is generated by homogeneous elements, U(L) is also a superalgebra. The following analogue of the Poincart-Birkhoff-Witt theorem was first proved by L. E. Ross [S, Theorem 2.11: given any ordered basis {x1, x2, . . . . x,} of L (over k) consisting of homogeneous elements, the set of all products of the form XP'XPZ . . . XP" n , where the pi are nonnegative integers, pi < 1 whenever xi is odd ahd $ = 1, is a basis of U(L). For more details, see [6, Chap. I, Sect. 21. Moreover, any representation p: L -+ ggl( Y) can be extended in a unique way to a homomorphism p : U(L) + End( I') of associative superalgebras, i.e., p(x) = p(x) for all x E L and p( 1) = id ,, [6, Chap. I, Sect. 3, No. 11 [2, Chap. VII, Sect. 1 , Corollary 2 of Theorem 11. Furthermore, if W"(L) = (01, there is nothing to prove. Therefore, let w E W"(L) be nonzero. We first show that n(x + y) = n(x) for all nonzero a E k and all ye L;"(x). Indeed, by the definition of W"(L), there exists a nonnegative integer n such that O= [(x+y)-;l(x+y)]" w= [(x-jl(x+y))+y]" w= C;,, ui w, where ui is the sum of all monomials of length n in the noncommuting variables (x -n(x + y)) and y with y exactly i times. The previous lemma now implies that (x-2(x + y)) Ws(x) c Ws(x) and y Wp(x) c WBqa (.x) for all jl E k. Thus uiw E Wn(x)+ia(~) for each i and, as c1 is nonzero and the sum of all Wp(x) is a direct sum, we obtain that u,w=o for each i.
In particular, if i=O, [x--1(x+ y)]" w=uOw=O. So WE Wn(x+y'(x).
On the other hand, WE W"(L) implies that WE W"'"'(x). Hence w E Wi(x+y)(x) n WACx)(x), which yields that J(x + y) = n(x), since w is nonzero.
In order to prove the claim of the theorem, we will use a Lie algebra strategy due to M. K. Smith and show the stronger statement that y(x -A(x))~ w = 0 for all nonnegative integers i, for all nonzero a E k and all YE L;(x). Therefore, let Z be the annihilator in U ( (4), then u,w=O, or equivalently,
We claim that Xiy -y(X + a)' E Z for all nonnegative integers j. Indeed, if j = 0, there is nothing to prove, and if j= 1, we see from z= [ad,x-a]y= In particular, formula (5) is equivalent to
But the resulting polynomial in X is precisely the one we obtain if we divide (X+ a)" -X" by (X+ a) -X= a. So multiplying this expression by a, we see that y[(X+ a)"-X"] w =O, which reduces to y(X+ a)" w = 0 since by assumption X"w = [x-l(x)]" w = 0. In particular, Xiy(X+ a)" w = 0 for all nonnegative integers j. Formula (6) yields that 0= Xjy(X+ a)" w = y(X+ a)"+jw = JJ[CY~~ ("Tj) a"+'-'X'] w for all j. But we assumed that X"w = [x -A.(x)]" w = 0. Hence X'w = 0 for all i B n and the expression reduces to cl:,' ("tj) a"+jpiyXiw = 0 for all nonnegative integers j. Let j successively be equal to 0, 1, 2, . . . . n -1. Then after cancelling some common powers of a, we obtain a system of n linear combinations of the vectors cP 'yw, x"-'yXw, . . . . yX" 'W of which the coefficients form the (scalar) matrix Starting at the bottom of this matrix by subtracting row j-1 from row j and by using that (": ') -(;) = (t" i), this matrix reduces to l (7) 
. (;I;)
Repeating this process finally reduces the matrix to a triangular one with all diagonal entries equal to 1. Looking again at the original system of linear combinations, we can now solve it starting at the bottom and we find successively that yX"-'w = 0, clyX"-'w = 0, . . . . CC-*yXw = 0 and ci "-'yw=O and thus yw=O. Remark. It seems to us that the condition of Theorem 3.2 that L has a superregular element x E Lo for which the linear map ad' x: LI + Ll is trigonalizable, is superfluous since it only involves the Lie superalgebra L and not the L-module V. Moreover, the only place where we really need this theorem (and hence the condition) to replace L by a nilpotent Lie superalgebra H is in the proof of Proposition 3.9 , namely where we show that VW(HO) n V"(H1) n Vo(Lm ) is L-stable. So if one could prove in one way or another that I'& n V'(L,) is L-stable for an arbitrary Lie superalgebra L and &E Lb, without using the condition of the theorem, then from Proposition 3.9 on one always could use VAO(LO) n VA1(LI), where & = II Lo and ilr =121L1, instead of V"(HO) n VPi(Hr) n V,(L") and one never needs Theorem 3.2. In particular, one has that V"(L) Ok k' = V"'(L') for every extension k' of k (Proposition 5.15). But then we could assume that k is algebraically closed in the proof of Theorem 3.2 and we do not need the condition. In any case, from now on we assume that each Lie superalgebra in this paper has a superregular element x E Lo for which the linear map ad' x: Ll+ L1 is trigonalizable, and that each graded Cartan subalgebra H of L is deduced from such a superregular element; i.e., H = L'(x).
COROLLARY.
Let W be an L-stable subspace of an L-module V and H a graded Cartan subalgebra of L. Then for each linear functional p of H, and y with exactly i times y.
So u,w=O for all ial and [(h+y)-A(h+y)]"w=u,w=
w=O for all he H and YE L"; i.e., WE W'(L), since L= H + L" by Proposition 2.11. The other inclusion is obvious. The second part of the corollary follows from Theorem 3.2.
Hence xw E Wo(Lm). So Corollary 3.4 allow us to replace W by W,(L") and L by a graded Cartan subalgebra. Moreover, if W is Z/2Z-graded, then so is W,( L" ) and W,(L" ) becomes an L-submodule of V. 
It follows immediately from the relations in U(L) that L acts in the right way on each (U(L) u),,. 3.6. COROLLARY. Let W he an L-stable subspace of an L-module V. If each homogeneous element of a graded Cartan subalgebra H of L acts semi-
Proof
Let w E W"(L). Then w E W"Q(LO) and the previous lemma informs us that the L-stable subspace U = U(L) w of W generated by w, is finite-dimensional.
Now w E U"(L) and by the assumption UAch)(h) = U,(,,(h) for any homogeneous element h of H. In particular, hw = A(h) w for any homogeneous h of H. On the other hand yw = 0 for all y E L" by Theorem 3.2. Now L = H + L" by Proposition 2.11. Therefore xw = A(x) w for all x E L, since 1. is linear. So w E U,(L) c W,(L). The other inclusion is clear. 3.7 
We prove this lemma by induction on dim V = n. If n = 0, there is nothing to prove. So let n > 1 and suppose the lemma holds for all W satisfying the conditions with dim W G n -1. Since V is nonzero, V*(Lo) is nonzero by the assumptions and thus & is linear and Io((Lo, Lo)) = (0) [7, Theorem] . Let p : L + ggl( V) be the representation corresponding to the L-module V. Consider the linear map p1 :
for all XEL~ and pi(y)=p(y) for all YELP. We claim that pi is a representation of L. Indeed, p, is an even linear map and a straightforward computation shows that p,( (x, x')) = pi(x) p,(x') -PIP, and P~(<x, Y))=P~(x)P~(Y)-P,(Y)P,(x) for all x,x'~b, and YE&. Furthermore, P~(Y)P,(Y')+P,(Y')P,(Y)=P((Y, Y'>) for alI y, y' E LI. So we only need to show that A,( ( y, y')) = 0 for all y, y' E Ll. Now let v E V be nonzero and let y E Lr be arbitrary. By the assumptions, u E VO(L,) and hence there exists a nonnegative integer n such that y"v = 0. But then ( ( y, y ) )" u = 2"y2"u = 0. So v E V"( ( y, y ) ) and, by assumption, VE V'O((y,y))( (y, y)). Since v is nonzero, A,( (y, y)) = 0. As ,I0 is linear and (LI, LI) is the linear span of all (y, y) with y E Lr, the claim is proved. Now p,(L) is a finite-dimensional subalgebra of ggZ( V) and V= V"O(LO)n V'(L,) implies that the elements of p,(LO) and p,(Li) are nilpotent endomorphisms of V. Then Engel's theorem (2.1) guarantees the existence of a nonzero element v E V such that p,(x) v = 0 for all x E L. Since V is Z/2H-graded, there exist unique v0 E V0 and vt E Vi such that v = v~+v~.Nowforeach~~i2/2iZandforeachx~L~,O=~~(x)v=p,(x)v~+ pi(x) ut and pi(x) UOE V,, p,(x) rt E V5+t, respectively. SO pi(x) uo=O and pr(x) vt = 0 for all homogeneous x E L. As v is nonzero, v0 or vi is nonzero. Wi+ I c W, for all x E Lo and yWi+ 1 c Wi for all yELI. Let Vi+, = cp -'( Wi). Then the Vi+, are L-submodules of V and it is easy to see that they satisfy the claims of the lemma. 3.8 . LEMMA. The following formulas hold for all XE Lo, y E LI, z E L, CI, /I E k, v E V and for all nonnegative integers n:
Equation (7) is proved in the same way as for Lie algebras by an easy induction argument on n. Equation (8) follows from (7) by putting x=(y, y) and cr=B=O, and by observing that ad, (y, y)(z)= 2(ad, y)' (z) and (y, y) v = 2y2v, respectively. 3.9 . PROPOSITION. Let V be an L-module, H = H0 @ Hr a graded Cartan subalgebra of L and pLg : Ho -+ k a linear functional of Ho. Then
, where AEL* is defined by AllHo=pO, Al,i=O and AIL"= 0. Moreover, each V"(L) with A(Lz) = (0) is of this form.
ProoJ: By Corollary 3.4 it is sufficient to show that VVO(HO) n V'(Hr)= VP(H), where PE H* is defined by pIHo= p0 and pIHi =O. First we prove that V"(HO) n V'(Hr) is an H-submodule of V. Indeed, let v E l'llO(HO) n l" (Hr) and take x E Ho and y E Hr. Then there exist nonnegative integers m and n such that [x -~o(x)]~ v = 0 and y*'v = 0. On the other hand, v = v0 + vt for unique u0 E V0 and vi E VI. So [x -pO(x)]" v0 + [x-&x)]" vt = 0 and y2n00 + yZnvI = 0. As [x -pO(x)]" vg, y2"vg E V, for all 5 E Z/22, [x -pe(x)]" vg =0 and y2"vy = 0 for all 5. Hence, vO, ut E Vr*(HO) n V'(H,) and V"O(Ho) n VO(Hr) is iZ/2Z-graded. Now let z E H. Since H is nilpotent (Proposition 2.3) there exist nonnegative integers p and q such that [ad, xIpz=O and [ad, yIjzy z=O. Using formula (8) of Lemma 3.8 
Similarly, we find by using formula (8) of the same lemma that y*'" + y -' ) (zv)=O. In particular, V"(HO)n V"(Hr) is an H-submodule of V. We now finish the proof of (1) by showing that VE VP(H). We already know that vO, vi E V"(Ho)n V'(H1) and that the latter is an H-submodule. Lemma 3.5 (2) now follows immediately since L = H + L" (Proposition 2.11). To prove (3) replace V by the L-module Vo(L") and repeat the construction in (1). Then a nonzero element of W, settles the claim.
for all z E H which shows that v E V@(H). This proves (1). Part
Notation and Terminology. For an L-module V we denote the set of all linear weights of L in V by ,4(V); i.e., n(V)= {AE L*l V'(L)# (0)). The (direct) sum of all nonzero weight spaces with linear weight of V is called the Jordan kernel of V with respect to L and denoted by Jk( V); i.e., Jk( V) = @ 1 V'(L), where the direct sum ranges over all I E /i( V). 3.10 . COROLLARY. Let L be a nilpotent Lie superalgebra and let V be an L-module. Suppose that V, considered as an LO-module with corresponding representation t: Lo -+ gl( V), is the union of finite-dimensional Lo-sub-modules Vi, i E Z, such that z(x)1 ", is trigonalizable for all x E Lo and for all iEZ. Let A,(V)= {AEA(V)IA(L~)= (0)) and Jk,(V)= en V"(L), where the direct sum ranges ouer all AE A,( V). Then .Zk,( V) = V"(Lr) = V"( (L,, Lr )). In particular, if I(Lr) = (0) for all 1 E A(V), then .Zk( V) = VO(L1)= V"((L,, Li)).
Proof
We will successively prove the following (series of) inclusions: Li) ) for all IEAO(V). SO for the first inclusion, we only have to show that A( ( LI, Lr )) = (0) for all AE A,( V). Well, let u E V"(L) be nonzero. For each y E LI there exists a nonnegative integer n such that y"u = 0, since A(Li ) = (0). But then ((Y, Y))~u=~"Y~~Q=O.
SO DE V"((y, y)), and thus ue VO((y, y))n Vi.('Y,Y))( (.Y, y)) which implies that A( (y, y)) = 0, as u is nonzero. The claim now follows from the observations that 1 is linear and that (Li, Li) is the linear span of all (y, y) with YE Li.
(2) Let u E V"( ( LI, LI )) and take y E LI arbitrary. Then there exists a nonnegative integer n such that ((y, y))" u =O. So 2"y2"v = (( y, y))" u = 0, which proves the second inclusion.
(3) First note that by the nilpotency of L it follows from formula (8) in Lemma 3.8 that V'(L,) is L-stable. In particular, it is an Lo-module and, by the assumption on V, V'(L,) is the union of finite-dimensional trigonalizable Lo-submodules, namely Vin V"(LI), ieZ. By [4, Lemma 241, V"(LI) equals its Jordan kernel as LO-module; i.e., VO(LI) = 0 ( v"(WAo (Lo), w h ere the direct sum ranges over all A0 E L$ . Now V'(L,) c V and hence { V"(Lr)}ti (Lb) c VAO(LO) for each &. On the other hand, { V'(LI)}"" (Lo) c VO(Li). SO where the intersection is taken over all A E A(V). Indeed, it will be proved in Proposition 4.1 that A( ( y, y )) = 2il( y)' for all ;1 E A( V) and all y E LI. The claim then follows from the fact that (LI, Lz) is the linear span of all (y, y) with ycLr. That there really are counterexamples is proved by the first one of the following two. EXAMPLES. (1) Let L. be the nilpotent Lie superalgebra with basis (x; y,, yz} over k such that Lo = kx and LI = ky, @ ky, and with nonzero bracket (y,, y2) =x. The h/2Z-graded vector space V= k2@ k2 with canonical basis {e, , e, > for V0 = k2 and {fi , f2} for Vt = k2 is turned into an L-module by defining y,e,=y,e,= y,fi=O, ylf2=el, andy,e,= f2, y,e,= y2f, = y2f2 =0 and the bracket then implies that xe, =ei, xe, = xfi = 0, xf2 = f2. A simple computation tells us that Vp(L,) is nonzero only if p = 0, and V"(LI) = ke, @ kfi. Looking at the action of x on V, we see that this is precisely V"(Lo), which is obvious by Corollary 3.10 as (Li,LI)=Lo.
So
(2) To provide us with an example where V,(L) s V"(L), consider again the nontrivial two-dimensional Lie superalgebra L with basis (x; y} such that Lo = kx and LI = ky and with nonzero bracket ( y, y) = x. The Z/2B-graded vector space V= k20 k2 with canonical basis {e,, e2} for I', = k2 and {fi, f,} for VI = k2 is turned into an L-module by defining ye, = afi, ye, = af2 + fi, yfi = ael, yf2 = ae2 + e, for some nonzero a E k, and the bracket then implies that xe, = 2a2e,, xe, = 2a2e2 +4ae,, xfi = 2a2f,, xfi = 2a2f2 +4af,.
The only nonzero eigenspaces of y are k(e, + fi) and k(e, -fi ) with corresponding eigenvalues a and -a. The relation ( y, y ) = x now implies that the only nonzero eigenspaces of L in V are V,(L)=k (e,+f,) and Vx(L)=k(e,-f,), where A,XEL* are defined by n(x) = 2a2, E,(y) = a, and x(x) = 2a', x(y) = -a, respectively. Similarly, the weight spaces of y are k(e, +f,)@ k(e, +,f2) and k(eI -fi)@ k(e, -f2), which implies that the only nonzero weight spaces of L in V are V"(L)=k(e,+f,)@k (e,+f,) and 
THE GO-BETWEEN V"lK(K)
In order to study the weight spaces V'.(L) with general weight, i.e., I(Lr ) # {0}, we construct an ideal K of L that has to relate this general case to the previous one, and develop the machinery to put it to work. u E W2n(y)2( (y, y)). But u E WAo(LO) and thus u E Wno(<y,y))( (y, y)). Hence, 0 # u E W2A(y)2((y, y)) n W""(CY,y>)((y, y)) and therefore A((y, y)) = A,( (y, y)) = 2A(y)*. Now let y,, y, E LI be arbitrary. Then k : ( y, y') H n( ( y, y' ) ) is a symmetric bilinear form on Lt. Moreover, if A is a character of Lo-i.e., A( (Lo, Lo)) = { 0}-then B is LO-invariant.
Proof
The symmetry of B follows from the fact that (y, y') = ( y', y ) for all y, y' E Lr , and the bilinearity is a consequence of the linearity of 1. Suppose 1 is a character of Lo Proof: Consider (L, L) = (Lo, Lo) + (Lo, LI) + (Li, LI). The first and the last term are contained in Lo and the one in the middle is contained in Kr by the previous lemma. 4.5 . PROPOSITION. Let A be a pseudo-character of L and put Ko= The first term is contained in (Lo, Lo) and hence belongs to K0 since A is a pseudo-character. The two central terms are contained in (Lo, L,) which belongs to KI by Lemma 4.3. The last term belongs to KO, For any XEL~, xv0 + xvi = xv = A(x) u = A(x) u0 + A(x) vi which implies that xv0 = A(x) vr, and xvi = A(x) ui by the unique decomposition in V = V0 @ Vi. Similarly, for any y E Kr, yuO + yrr = yv = 0, so yuo = 0 and yvr =O. Together this gives that vO, vi E W. Furthermore, it is obvious that W is K-stable. So if A(L,) = {0}, there is nothing left to prove. Therefore assume that I(L,) # (0) and take y E LI such that I(y) # 0. Then LI = KI @ ky and L = K@ ky, and we only have to show that W is y-stable. Let v E W be nonzero. Then for all x E Lo, x(yu) = y(xv) + (x, y) u = A(x) yv since (x, y) E (Lo, Lr ) c Kr by Lemma 4.3 , and for all y' E KI, y'(yv) = -y(y'v)+(y',y)v=I((y',y))v=213(y)A(y')v=O.
This proves the claim.
LEMMA.
Let p: L + ggZ( V) be a finite-dimensional representation of a Lie superalgebra L and y E LI . If c1 E k is an eigenvalue of p(y) in V, then -a is also an eigenvalue of p(y) in V.
Proof. If p(y) v = au and v = v0 + vi for unique v,-, E V0 and vr E VI (not all zero), then p(y) v0 + p(y) vr = p(y) u = tlu = CLV~ + arr. By the unique decomposition in V= V, @ I/, it follows that p(y) v0 = clur and p(y) ui = avg. But this implies that u0 -vi is an eigenvector for p(y) with eigenvalue -tl.
COROLLARY. Let V be an L-module and i E L*. If V'(L) is nonzero, then VA(L) is nonzero.
Proof If A(Li)= (0}, this is already proved in Proposition 3.9(3). Proof: We first show that Vx(L) is nonzero. Let u E V,(L) be nonzero and write u= uO+ ut for unique QE V, and ur E VI. Put v'= uO-ur. Clearly, 6 is nonzero as u is and V = VOO VI. We claim that GE VI(L), so yielding that VI(L) is nonzero. Well, for all XE LO, xq, + xv1 =xu = Is(x) u = A(x) Q-J + A(x) ui, which implies that xur,=I(x) vu and xur = A(x) ui since V= VO @ VI. But then x5 = xv0 -xui = n(x) u0 -n(x) uI = n(x) fi = x(x) 0" for all x E LO. On the other hand, for all y E LI, yuO + yq = yu = n(y) u = 1(y) u0 + A(y) ut, which shows that yuO = I(y) ui and yui = A(y)uo as y~Lr. So yv"=y~--yur=Il(y)vr-d(y)uO= -A(y)v"=X(y)v" for all y E LI. Together we see that zfi = x(z) 0" for all z E L. This proves the claim. To prove the second part, we put W= V,,,(K) for the sake of notation. It is clear that V,(L) @ VT(L) c W. By Proposition 4.6, W is an L-module. Choose y E Li such that A(y) # 0. Then W is y-stable. As So yw=I(y) w for all w E Wi.Cy'(y), or equivalently, W"(")(y) = W,,,,(y). Now for all x E L there exist unique x' E K and c1 E k such that x = x' + ccy. Therefore xw = x'w + ~yw = 2(x') w + ctn( y) w = A(x) w for all w E W,,,,(y). Th is means that w E V,(L) for all w E W,,,,(y) and thus W,,,,(y) = V,(L), as the other inclusion is obvious. Similarly, we obtain that W-"(")(y) = W-,,,,(y) = V;(L), since xIK= E,(,. SO V,,,(K) = w= V,(L)@ V;r(L). 4 .10. PROPOSITION = {O}, th en A(Lr) = A(Ly(x)) + A(LF (x)) = {0}, and this contradicts the assumption that A(LI) = (0). Hence, there exists a ye L; (x) such that A(y) # 0. In particular, LI = Kf 0 ky and L = K@ ky. As V"lK(K) is already K-stable, we only have to show that it is also y-stable. First observe that x E L0 is a superregular element of K (Lemma 2.8(4)) and L:(x) @ KY(x) = K'(x) is a graded Cartan subalgebra of K (Theorem 2.9), and hence it is nilpotent (Proposition 2.3). Now let u E V"lX(K) be arbitrary. By Proposition 3.9 it is sufficient to prove that yu E V@*(Lg(x)) n
where pO= Al&,.
Well first take hE L:(x). Then there exist nonnegative integers m and n such that [ad, h]" (y) =O, since (h, y) E Lo(x) n K= K'(X) and K'(x) is nilpotent, and [h-n(h)]" u =O. Formula (7) and if i-cm, then r-i> n-1 which implies that (h-I(h))'-'u=O.
So [h-~(,(h)]"+"~' (yv)=O and yv~ VpO(Li(x)). Secondly, take h E KY(x). Again there exist nonnegative integers m and n such that [ad,h12" (y) =O, since (h, y) EK'(x) and K'(x) is nilpotent, and h2"v=0. Formula (8) of Lemma 3.8 tells us that h2(m+np')(yu)= C;=. (I){ [ad, h12' y}(h2(rpi) u), where r=m+n-1. Again [ad,h12'y=0 if i>m, and h2(r-i)u=0 if i<m. Thus h2'"+n-')(yu) =0 and we see that you V'(KT(x)).
Finally take hE (K")<, ~EZ/~Z. Then h(yo) = ( -1)5 y(hu) + (h, y) v = 0 by Theorem 3.2 and the fact that K" is a characteristic ideal of K. So yu E VO(KW). This proves the proposition. EXAMPLE. In contradistinction to the eigenspace case (Proposition 4.9) one has not in general that 
PROPOSITION.
Let V be an L-module and A. E L* such that
Prooj
Write u = u0 + ur for some unique uo E V0 and vi E VI. Proposition 3.9(2) tells US that uO, ui E V"(L) c V"'Q(Lo). SO Denote the right-hand side of (2) By definition of W,,, each term in the right-hand side is zero, and therefore the same holds for the left-hand side. In particular, yv E W,, by Proposition 5.1(2) , which implies that W,, is L-stable. Finally, the last part of the proposition is clear by the definition of W, and Proposition 5.1(l). 5.3, COROLLARY. Let V be an L-module and A a pseudo-character of L. 
THEOREM.
Let V be an L-module, H = HO@ HI a graded Cartan subalgebra of L and uL9 : H, + k a linear functional on H,, 5 E Z/2H. Then
, where AE L* is defined by AHo=p~, AIHI=p~ and4,m= 0. Moreover, each V"(L) is of this form.
is an L-stable subspace of V.
Proof
If pr = 0, the theorem is a part of Proposition 3.9. Therefore, we may assume that pr # 0. For (1) For any v E W let h(u) be the height of u with respect to ~1 K and K; and for each nonnegative integer n define W, = {u E WI h(u) < n } as in Proposition 5.2. Then each W,, is an H-module and { W, >, E N is an ascending, discrete, and exhaustive filtration on W. But then the same holds for wi3HI)~,,N and Wp'(HI), respectively, as WEI = Wpl(HI) n W,.
The theorem now follows if we show that for each n
We prove this by induction on n. If n =O, then W,, = {O} and there is nothing to prove. If n=l, then W,={WE W~VXEK, xw=p(x)w}= W,,,(K) = W,(H)@ W,(H), where ji E H* is defined by fi(h) = (-l)< p(h) for all r E E/2Z and all h E H, (Proposition 4.9). Now let w E Wyi(Hi). Then there exist unique w' E W,(H) and w" E W,(H) such that w = w' + w". =O. Therefore, w" E WyCy)(y) n WE(H) c WyCy'(y) n W-,,,,(y) = (0) as p(y) #O. So w = W'E W,(H). But this implies that Wy'(Hi) = W,(H), since the other inclusion is obvious, and hence it is H-stable. This finishes the case where n = 1. Now let n > 2 and suppose that (1') and (2') hold for any L-module V and all p < n -1. In the sequel, we call this "the induction hypothesis on n." In order to make the rest of the proof more clear, we present it as a sequence of lemmas and corollaries. The last step of this proof is Lemma 5.13. Proof: We proceed by induction on p. If p = 0, then U, = (0) and there is nothing left to prove. If p = 1, Uy'(H,) = U,(H) by the preceding case n = 1 of the induction hypothesis on n. In particular, [xi -p(xi)] u = 0 for all x, E H. This proves the case p = 1. Now assume that p > 2 and that the claim holds for p -1. Consider the natural quotient homomorphism cp: U -+ UJU,. Note that U/U, is an H-module, since U, = U,,,(K) is one by Proposition 4.6. Let u E Ug'(Hi). Then q(u) E cp( Ui'(H,)) c ( U/Ul)"l (Hi). We claim that h(cp(u)) < p -1. Indeed, applying Proposition 5.1(3)p-1 times, we obtain that h([x,_,-p(x,pl)]
for all x ,,..., x,~,EK. 
for all x,, .,., xp-i E H, or equivalently,
. .. [xi -p(x,) ] UE U, for all xi, . . . . xppl E H. As UE Uii(HI) and Uii(H1) is H-stable, [x,-i -p(x,-,) ]. ..[xi--p(x,) ] UE U, n Uii(HI)= Uyi(HI) = U,(H) by the preceding case n = 1 of the induction hypothesis on n. In particular, [x,-p 
u=O for all x i, . . . . x,-,, xp E H. This proves the lemma.
COROLLARY.
Zf WE WEi and the induction hypothesis (of the Theorem 5.4) on n holds, then for all nonnegative integers p, for all xl,.~~,x,-l,x,,...,x,+p~l E H and for all t E K we have that [t -u(t)] cx n+ppl -,4x .+,p1)1~~4x1-PL(x1)1 w=o.
Proof Similarly as in the proof of the previous lemma, we consider the natural quotient homomorphism cp : W-r W/W, and we note that ~~(w)E(W/W,);!, (H~) and that (W/W,);i(Hr) is H-stable for all q G n -1 by the induction hypothesis on n. Lemma 5.5 
The corollary now follows from the fact that WI = W,,,(K).
LEMMA. Zf WE WEi
and the induction hypothesis on n holds, then for all t E KI and for all YE HI such that u(y) #O we have that ziw E ( W,,), (H), where zi is the sum of all monomials of length n -1 in the noncommuting variables t and (y-u(y)) with t occurring precisely i times
Proof Let w, t, and y be as stated. Then for all c1 E k, ut + YE HI and p(cct + y) = c+(t) + p(y) = p(y) ~0. 
Moreover, each ziw is a sum of ("; ') terms of the form [x,-i -p(x,-1) 5.8. COROLLARY. If the induction hypothesis on n holds, then WEI is Ho-stable.
Proof
Let x E H0 be arbitrary. As K is an ideal of H by Corollary 4.4, t=(y,x) EKr for allyEHi such that p(y)#O. Moreover, t=(y,x)= yx -xy = (y -p( y))(x -p(x)) -(x -p(x))( y -p(y)).
Substituting this in zi w, where zi is defined as in the previous lemma, we obtain that zIw=c: (xw) = 0 for all y E HI such that p(y) # 0. On the other hand, w E W = V"lK(K) and thus [t -p(t)]" (xw) = 0 for ail t E K by the H-stability of W= V"lK(K) (Proposition 4.10 ) and the fact that h(w) <n. Together with the preceding we obtain that [h-p(h)]" (xw) = 0 for all h E Hi, or equivalently, xw E WUi(Hl). But W,, is H-stable (Proposition 5.2), so xw E Wpi(HI) n W,, = Wi'(H,) as claimed. 5.9 . LEMMA. 2~( y )' = ( -2~( y))( y -p(y)) mod( y* -p(y)'). Now suppose the formula is shown for j-l (j>3).
where the first congruence holds by the induction hypothesis and the second one by the case j = 2.
5.10. LEMMA. If WE WEi and the induction hypothesis on n holds, then for all nonnegative integers p, for all x, , x2, . . . . x, E H and for all y E HI such that p(y) # 0, we have that x1 x2 . . . xp( y* -,u( y)') w E W,"L 1( HI).
Corollary 5.8 tells us that (y' -,u(y) ') w = a[ (y, y) -p( (y, y))] w E W;'(HI), since ( y, y) E Ho and p is a pseudo-character of H. On the other hand, Proposition 5.1(3) The induction hypothesis (2') on n, says that WEI, is H-stable. Now the lemma follows immediately. 5.11. COROLLARY. If the induction hypothesis on n holds, then Wi'(Hi) is KI -stable.
Prooj
Let t E KI and w E Wf'(Hr) be arbitrary. We have to show that tw ~0 mod Wi'(Hi).
Well, take YE Hr such that p(y) ~0. (-2~(y))'(y--(y))"-2-'tW =(-2p(y))"-2twmod WEI( So O-(-2~(y))"~2twmod W;'(H,). As n > 2 and p(y) # 0, we see that tw E 0 mod WEi( or equivalently, twc Wzi(HI). This proves the corollary. 5.12 . LEMMA. If the induction hypothesis on n holds, then Wt'(H1) is H-stable. (Note that this is (2').)
Proof. From the Corollaries 5.8 and 5.11 we already know that WEI is K-stable. Therefore, let YE H, be arbitrary but such that p(y) # 0. As H= K@ ky, we only have to show that Wti(HI) is y-stable. Well, let w E Wt'(HZ) be arbitrary. Then for all t E KI, t"( yw) = t"( y -p( y)) w + I( y) t"w. The first term equals zero by Corollary 5.6, as t E Kr c K, and the second term equals zero, since h(w) 6 n. So t"( yw) = 0 for all t E KI . Therefore, let y' E: HI such that p( y') # 0. Since HI = Ki 0 ky', there exist unique t E Ki and C(E k such that y= t+ c(y'. But then 
ln~'w and again the first term equals zero by Corollary 5.6 . This proves the claim. Now (1') follows immediately, since each h E H is of the form h = x + z for some x E H,-, and z E Hi for which either p(z) # 0 or z E KI. So much for the proof of Theorem 5. 4 . An equivalent, but from the computational point of view more interesting formulation of (1) Indeed, consider again the example at the end of Section 4. As L is a nilpotent Lie superalgebra, each element of L,=, is a superregular element of L and one immediately sees that p(x) -n(x) id, is a nilpotent endomorphism on V for any x E LO. So VA(L) = k(e, + fr) s V= V"'"'(x) for all x E L,. 5.15 . PROPOSITION. Let V be an L-module and I EL*. Suppose k' is an extension of k and set L' = L Qk k' and V' = VQk k'. Let A' be the k'-linear extension of A to L'. Then
Proof: The second equalities of both (12) and (13) are proved in [2, Chap. VII, Sect. 1, Proposition 11. The first equality of (12) is straightforward, and in (13) it is also obvious that V"'(L') c V'"(L). For the other inclusion, it is sufficient to show that V"(L)c V"'(L') by the second equality of (13). Now let u E V"(L) be nonzero and write v = u0 + vr with uo~VO and vI~VI.
By Lemma3.5 , 3.2) . But this implies that m d n = h(v). 5.17 . COROLLARY. Let V be an L-module and A E L*.
Then the following are equivalent for an element v E V
Proof: (1) * (3) follows by Propositions 5.1(l) and 5.16. (3) + (2) holds by a similar argument as in the proof of Proposition 5.1(2) .
(2)*(l) for each XEL, [x-A(x)]"v=O by (2) which yields that v E Vi(L).
GEOMETRICAL ASPECTS OF THE WEIGHT AND EIGENSPACES
In this last section, we investigate the mutual geometrical position of the weight and eigenspaces and obtain an easy criterion to decide whether or not V"(L), respectively V,(L), is an L-submodule of V. Moreover, we also show that the matrix representation of the action of L has a particularly nice form. 
For the sake of notation, we denote the sum in the first bracket by To and the sum in the second one by Tr . First we note that To E V, and Tr E VI. SO To+ TIC [y-pi(y)12"" u =0 yields that To=0 and Ti =O. Next we observe that -T0 is obtained from T0 by replacing (-fir(y)) by @r(y)) and nr by ---vi ; and that the same replacements performed on TI gives us Tr again. But then [y+~r(y) 
Hence, UV(V)E v-pl(Y)( y) = VPi(.")( y). Since ye HI is arbitrary, we obtain that a,,(u)~ Vpi(HI). This proves (1). The first part of (2) This settles the first claim. The second one follows from the remark following Theorem 6.3. 6.8 . THEOREM. Let V he an L-module and in L* such that V"(L) is finite-dimensional (over k).
(1) There exist L-stable subspaces Wi of V with dim Wi = i such that (1) and (2) are exactly Lemma 3.7 if we replace there V by V"(L), which can be done by Proposition 3.9(2). Therefore, we assume in the sequel that A(Li) # (0) I??~+ r c Oi for all XE L. Now let cp: U + U/U, be the natural quotient homomorphism corresponding to U/U,, and put W,, I =q-'(Di)n V"(L)foreach i=O, l,. ..,n-l.Thenthe Wi+l are L-stable since V"(L) is by Theorem 5.4(2) and it is clear that they satisfy the conditions of (1) This proves the first part of the corollary. Now let n(Li) # (0) and write each v, as vi= uir, + vii for unique vi0 E V,-, and uiI E VI. Then (v, ~, v2, , . . . . u, 13; Vi19 Uzi, u,r} is a basis for the L-submodule V"(L)@ V'(L), consisting of homogeneous elements of V, by Corollary 6.6 and Lemma 6.5. Moreover, u~~=~(u~+~~(v, )) and uii=~ (vi-oy(vi) ) for all i, where B,: V+ V is the linear map defined by G,,(v)=(-1)'~ for all t~iZ/22 and all v E Vt;. We already know that xvi = n(x) vi + xi: i g,,(x) vj for all xEL. So GI,i(y)V,r and yv,i=+(y~i-yay(ui)) = n(y) uiO + xjr : E,,(Y) vjO for all y E LI. Hence, the matrix of the action of x, respectively y, on the L-submodule V"(L) @ V'(L) with respect to the basis {u,~, vzO, . . . . u,~;v~~, oZ1, . . . . uni} is of the form ("g' AyrJ), respectively (&,) "b;"'). Together, this settles the second part of the corollary. Remark. A natural generalisation of the second part of the previous corollary to the case where l(Li) = (0) would be the existence of a basis t 01, v2, . '., up; WI. w.2, . . . . are upper-triangular matrices with all diagonal entries equal to n(x,), and where B(xr) = (#(xl) O,, (q--pJ) and C(xr) = ($'(;tl,) with B'(xr) and C'(xr) upper-triangular p x p-matrices with all diagonal entries equal to zero, if p < q; and vice versa if p > q. But this is not true in general as is shown by the following example. Let L be the nontrivial two-dimensional nilpotent Lie superalgebra with basis {x; y} over k such that Lo = kx and LI = ky and with nonzero bracket (y, y) =x. The Z/22-graded vector space V= k2 @ k2 with canonical basis {e, , e2 > for V0 = k2 and {jr, f2} for Vr = k2 is turned into an L-module by defining ye, =O, it is clear that V= V'(L). Furthermore, V,(L) = Vo( y) = ke,. Thus there does not exist an odd vector f E VI such that yf = 0, which implies that there exists no basis of V = V'(L), consisting of homogeneous elements, with respect to which the matrix of the action of y on V= V'(L) is the form for some CL, p E k.
On the other hand, we know from Theorem 6.8(2) that V must have a basis consisting of homogeneous elements of V, with respect to which the action of any element z E L has a triangular matrix. Indeed, with respect to the (ordered) basis {e, , fi, e2, fi} of V the matrices of x and y respectively are Thus, for a generalisation of the second part of the previous corollary, the real problem is the order of the homogeneous elements of the basis.
So, in order to have weight spaces V"(L) of an L-module V with I # {0}, the action of L on V must have a rather particular form; where on the contrary for weight spaces V"(L) with A(L,) = {0}, this action still can be rather general.
